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Applying the RE algorithm to the bomb lab
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What kind of questions can you answer with RE?
For loops
Array accesses
Multiple/variable argument functions

Phase 2 walkthrough
Phase 3 walkthrough
Recursion
Phase 4 walkthrough
String decoding
Phase 5 walkthrough
Nested loops
Structures
Phase 6 introduction 2

Structs example:

Defining structs in IDA
Applying structs to assembly in IDA
Applying structs to memory in IDA

Phase 6 walkthrough 1
Loop collapsing in IDA
Identifying a linked list in memory
Defining the struct in IDA
Applying a struct to a memory block in IDA

Phase 6 walkthrough 2

Java
The "this" pointer and virtual function tables ("vtables")
Object member access
Constructors and Destructors
Example:
class_0.ex_
Example:
class_1.ex_
Inheritance
Example:
class_2.ex_

Understanding the first nested loops
Understanding the next set of nested loops
Understanding the last loop
Analyzing the pseudo-code

Linked lists
Reminder:
What is "dl" (or al or bl or cl)?

Why use a debugger?
Types of breakpoints
IDA as a debugger
Single stepping
Conditional jumps in IDA
EFLAGS register in IDA
Passing command line arguments to a debugged program in IDA

Stack frame explanation